This paper proposes a novel framework to improve performance of gender independent i-Vector PLDA based speaker recognition using convolutional neural network (CNN). Convolutional layers of a CNN offer robustness to variations in input features including those due to gender. A CNN is trained for ASR with a linear bottleneck layer. Bottleneck features extracted using the CNN are then used to train a gender-independent UBM to obtain frame posteriors for training an i-Vector extractor matrix. To preserve speaker specific information, a hybrid approach to training the i-Vector extractor matrix using MFCC features with corresponding frame posteriors derived from bottleneck features is proposed. On the NIST SRE10 C5 condition pooled trials, our approach reduces the EER and minDCF 2010 by +14.62% and +14.42% respectively compared to a standard mfcc based gender-independent speaker recognition system.
Introduction
State-of-the-art text independent speaker identification (SID) systems employ i-Vectors with Probabilistic Linear Discriminant Analysis (PLDA) back-ends [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] . I-Vectors offer a compact representation of speaker-specific attributes of an utterance [1] . I-Vectors have also found widespread use in language identification [6, 7, 8] . More recently, Deep Neural Network (DNN) based approaches have found usage in SID systems either to compute the posteriors used in i-Vector extractor matrix training/i-Vector extraction, or to generate bottleneck features that can be used in a GMM-UBM based i-Vector PLDA based SID approach [9, 10, 11, 12, 13] .
Being an important speaker-specific attribute, gender information is well preserved in the i-Vectors [14] . Most state-ofthe-art SID systems use a gender dependent approach where either part, or all of the SID pipeline can be gender dependent to obtain more competitive results. A mixture of genderdependent PLDA models was proposed for speaker verification in [15] . In [12] , gender-dependent approach was used to train the UBM, i-Vector extractor, and PLDA back-end. The approach involved extracting stacked bottleneck features (SBN) from a second DNN trained for ASR with bottleneck features extracted from the first DNN. For generating the monolingual SBN features, the system was trained with about 250 hours of Fisher English Part 1 data. In [13] , a gender-independent approach was considered to train the UBM, i-Vector extractor matrix, and both gender-dependent and gender-independent PLDA back-ends. The approach used posteriors obtained from a Time Delay Neural Network (TDNN) trained on 1800 hours of Fisher English. In [11] , a unified framework for speaker and language recognition was presented where a DNN with linear bottleneck layer was trained using around 100 hours of Switchboard data. The bottleneck features were then used to train a standard iVector PLDA based SID framework using a GMM-UBM.
Recently, Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) have become state-of-the-art in ASR [16, 17, 18] . The convolutional layers of a CNN can offset minor distortions present in input features, and have been widely used in computer vision [19, 20] , and were later adopted for ASR. CNNs have been used for SID in [21] , where a CNN trained for ASR was used to extract posteriors for training an i-vector PLDA system on the noisy and severely degraded DARPA RATS data [22] . The frame posteriors obtained using CNN were used with MFCC features to train an i-Vector PLDA based SID system. We propose to use bottleneck features extracted from a CNN trained for ASR in a hybrid fashion to improve the performance of gender-independent SID systems. The input convolutional layer of the CNN uses 1-D convolution along the frequency axis. Bottleneck features extracted with the CNN are used to train a gender-independent UBM to obtain frame posteriors of the training data. Next, using MFCC features and the frame posteriors obtained using CNN based bottleneck features, an i-Vector extractor is estimated and used subsequently in a gender-independent i-Vector PLDA back-end.
To examine the impact of available training data on the proposed approach, two sets of data for training the SID systems are used: a limited data-set of randomly chosen 16,000 utterances from SRE training data, and a full dataset comprising of SRE , Switchboard and Fisher. CNNs corresponding to limited and full data systems are trained with 110hrs and 300 hours of Switchboard respectively. Results in terms of equal error rate (EER) and minDCF 2010 are reported for the NIST SRE 2010 C5 extended condition. For both limited and full data systems, our approach is shown to significantly outperform an MFCC based gender-independent i-Vector PLDA SID system. supervector M can be represented in terms of speaker and channel independent supervector m, a low rank total variability matrix T , and a vector w as
In (1), w is a random vector with a standard normal distribution N (0, I). The T matrix is learned using large amounts of (domain matched, when available) training data. The i-Vector of an utterance are its coordinates in the total variability space (i.e. space spanned by the columns of T ), extracted as the maximum a posteriori (MAP) point estimates of w given the utterance [1, 23] .
PLDA back-end for Speaker Identification
Using i-Vectors extracted from a large labeled-training set, a PLDA model is used to learn the within-class and across-class variabilities using an Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm [2] . Specifically, in this study, a Gaussian PLDA (G-PLDA) of the form described in [4] is used. Assuming R training utterances of a speaker, the entire collection of i-Vectors may be expressed as {ηr : r = 1, 2, ..., R}. In the G-PLDA formulation , an i-Vector of this collection can be expressed as,
In (2), m is a global offset, columns of Φ constitute a basis for speaker subspace , β corresponds to the coordinates in the speaker subspace, and r is a Gaussian with zero mean and covariance Σ. The G-PLDA model parameters {m, Φ, Σ} are estimated using an EM algorithm on a large collection of speakerlabeled i-Vectors. Given a test utterance, the verification score can be computed using a closed form solution with the G-PLDA model as presented in [4] . A single speaker-identification trial thus requires access to the mean of the speaker's enrollment iVectors, the test i-Vector, and the G-PLDA model parameters {m, Φ, Σ}.
CNN based Bottleneck Features for SID

Bottleneck Feature Generation
CNNs have found widespread use in ASR [16, 17, 18, 24] . In essence, the strength of CNN comes from convolutional and max-pooling layers which allow it to offer invariance to minor shifts along the frequency axis [24] . Additionally, CNNs may use weight-sharing at some level which keeps the number of trainable parameters tractable [24] . For ASR applications, a few convolutional layers followed by fully connected layers are used, and the output is a softmax layer corresponding to the target senones. The network can be trained using cross-entropy objective function with stochastic gradient descent (SGD). Fig. 1 shows the architecture of the network used for generating CNN based bottleneck features. A CNN is trained for ASR using the alignments obtained using an HMM-GMM based ASR system. The first hidden layer is a convolutional layer followed by max pooling, followed by another convolutional layer with no max pooling. This follows a standard CNN based ASR recipe in Kaldi (based on Karel's Nnet1) using 1-D convolution along the frequency axis [25] .
The bottleneck layer is introduced as a linear layer at the second last hidden layer. Linear bottleneck layer has been reported to be suitable for several applications such as: ASR, SID, language identification [26, 11] , and is used in the present work. After the network is trained for ASR, all layers following the bottleneck layer are removed from the network for feature extraction.
CNN based Bottleneck Features for SID
Here, we propose to use CNN based bottleneck features (CNN BNF) for training a gender-independent UBM. CNN BNF features have been previously used for ASR [26] , and LID [27] . Using a CNN BNF features trained UBM mBNF provides better phonetic alignments that are more invariant to speaker gender. However, we believe the CNN can also make the bottleneck features invariant to speaker identity, hence, these features have less speaker-specific information compared to standard features for SID such as MFCC. This is motivated by earlier observations regarding loss of speaker-specific information in DNN based bottleneck features for SID [12] .
To overcome the loss of speaker-specific information in CNN BNF features for SID, we propose a hybrid approach by using them together with MFCC features. In this, the UBM trained with bottleneck features is used only to obtain the alignments of the training data to be used in training the i-Vector extractor. Once the posteriors are obtained for the training data, we use these posteriors with MFCC features to train the i-Vector extractor. Similar hybrid approaches have been used in DNN based SID techniques, where the DNN trained using ASR features is used to obtain posteriors together with MFCC features to train the i-Vector extractor matrix [9, 10] .
Frame posteriors obtained using a CNN BNF feature UBM mBNF are also used to initialize an MFCC UBM m mf cc . Estimation of the MFCC UBM is similar to obtaining an ancillary UBM as done in [10, 13, 28] . The MFCC UBM m mf cc is then used to initialize the i-Vector extractor matrix ieinit, and also during i-Vector extraction for computing frame posteriors. Thus, the role of CNN BNF features in our hybrid approach is limited to obtaining frame posteriors used to train the i-Vector extractor matrix, and to obtain an MFCC UBM. This is a deviation from prior studies using DNN based bottleneck features for SID, since we do not use the CNN BNF UBM to compute the posteriors for i-Vector extraction.
We hypothesize that adopting the hybrid approach of using bottleneck features only to obtain frame posteriors of the training data results in improved i-Vector extractor training, with better phonetic alignments that are less influenced by the gender of speakers. Since the MFCC UBM m mf cc is constructed with the same CNN BNF posteriors, it is less impacted by the gender of the speakers as well. Nonetheless, using MFCC features for m mf cc allows us to avoid pitfalls of losing speaker-specific information that can occur due to CNN BNF features. The following Alg. 1 highlights the steps of our proposed hybrid approach to gender-independent SID. Algorithm 1: Hybrid approach to gender-independent SID using CNN based bottleneck features and MFCC features.
1 Train a UBM mBNF using CNN-BNF features for the training data. 2 Obtain frame posteriors for the training data using the CNN-BNF UBM mBNF . 3 Construct an ancillary UBM m mf cc using MFCC features and posteriors obtained from step 2. 4 Initialize the i-Vector extractor ieinit matrix using the ancillary UBM m mf cc from step 3. 5 Train i-Vector extractor matrix using posteriors from step 2, the i-Vector extractor ieinit initialized in step 4, and MFCC features. 6 For extracting i-Vectors, use ancillary UBM m mf cc from step 3 to compute the posteriors.
Experiments, Results and Discussions
Datasets and SID Systems
For training the SID systems reported in this study, we use a standard Kaldi based SID recipe as outlined in [13] . To observe the effect of data for the proposed approach, we use two sets of data for the experiments reported in this study: a full data set, and a limited data set. Log-mel filterbank features of dimension 40 with delta,delta-delta, and a context of 5 frames each on either side were used as input to the CNN for both datasets. For both CNNs, we used the default parameters for the convolutional components from Kaldi's 1-D CNN set-up (Karel's Nnet1 recipe) without any layer-wise pre-training.
Limited Data SID Systems
For the limited data systems, a subset of 16,000 utterances was randomly chosen from the SRE training data, and used to train the UBM, i-Vector extractor matrix, and PLDA back-end using Kaldi toolkit. Both MFCC based baseline system, and CNN BNF based SID system were trained using the limited dataset in a gender-independent fashion. To train the baseline MFCC system, 20-dim features with delta, and delta-delta were used. For training the full covariance gender-independent UBM with 2048 components, 4 iterations of EM algorithm was used. The i-Vector extractor matrix was trained using 5 iterations of EM algorithm, and 600 dimensional i-Vectors were used. To train the CNN for ASR used to extract bottleneck features, approximately 110 hours of Switchboard data was used. The bottleneck layer was a linear layer of dimension 60 at the 2nd last hidden layer.The CNN had 2 convolutional layers (as mentioned in Sec 3.1), 4 fully connected layers with 1024 units per layer, and the softmax layer had 2884 output nodes corresponding to the senones. After extracting CNN BNF features, the SID system was trained using the hybrid approach outlined in Sec 3. Rest of training set up was same as used for the baseline system.
Full Data SID Systems
For the full data baseline MFCC SID system, a full covariance gender-independent UBM with 2048 components was trained with 4 iterations of EM algorithm using SRE, Switchboard-I and Fisher with approximately 57,000 utterances. The i-Vector extractor matrix was trained using the same data. Gender independent PLDA back-end was trained with around 36,000 utterances of in-domain labeled SRE data. A corresponding sys- tem using CNN BNFs was trained using the full dataset using approach outlined in Sec 3. To train the CNN for ASR used in extracting bottleneck features, around 300 hrs of data from Switchboard was used. The CNN trained for ASR had a linear bottleneck of dimension 60 at the 2nd last hidden layer. The architecture of the full-data CNN was same as the limited data CNN, except at the output layer which now had 8907 nodes corresponding to the senones. Table 1 shows the results for the limited data MFCC based iVector PLDA SID system compared against the proposed CNN BNF based SID approach on the NIST SRE 2010 C5 condition trials. As can be seen from the results, our proposed gender-independent CNN BNF based SID approach outperforms MFCC based i-Vector PLDA SID system across female, male and pooled trials in terms of EER and minDCF10 for the limited data systems. Table 2 shows the results for the full data MFCC based i-Vector PLDA SID system compared against the proposed CNN BNF based SID approach on the SRE 2010 C5 condition trials. We can observe that for the full data systems as well, our proposed CNN BNF based SID approach outperforms MFCC based SID system in terms of EER and minDCF10 for the female, male and pooled trials. Figure 2 and Fig. 3 show the relative reduction in EER and minDCF10 respectively, obtained by our CNN-BNF based approach compared to MFCC based SID systems for both limited and full data. For the limited data systems, we observe a relative reduction in EER of +16.42% for the pooled trials for SRE 2010 C5. Similarly, the proposed approach is highly effective in reducing minDCF10 with a relative reduction of +15.83% for the pooled trials. For the full data systems, our proposed CNN BNF based approach reduces the EER by +14.62(%) , and, the minDCF10 by +14.42% relative to the baseline MFCC based SID system on the pooled trials of NIST SRE 2010 C5.
Results
Discussion
From the results for both limited and full data systems presented, we observe that the proposed CNN BNF based SID approach consistently outperforms MFCC based i-Vector PLDA SID system. The improvements in SID performance can be attributed to better estimation of the i-Vector extractor matrix using frame posteriors obtained using CNN BNF features.
Comparing the results of limited and full data systems, it can also be noted that the relative improvements (measured by corresponding reduction in EER and minDCF10) of genderspecific trials can vary due to any variation in data-set size when using the proposed CNN BNF based SID appraoch. However, our approach obtains almost similar and significant improvements in terms of EER and minDCF10 on the pooled trials for both limited and full data systems. We found a degradation in SID performance by switching to frame posteriors ob- tained with the CNN BNF UBM mBNF during i-Vector extraction, confirming our original hypothesis that the CNN BNF features attenuate speaker-specific information. Based on these results, the proposed CNN BNF based approach gives consistent, and significant improvements in both EER and minDCF10 for pooled trials across both limited and full datasets. Fig. 4 shows the Detection Error Tradeoff (DET) plots for our proposed CNN BNF based SID approach compared against baseline MFCC based SID systems. Clearly, for both limited and full data systems, our proposed CNN BNF based gender-independent SID approach outperforms corresponding MFCC based baseline SID systems.
Conclusions
In this study, we presented a novel approach to improving gender independent speaker recognition by employing bottleneck features extracted using a CNN trained for ASR. The key idea proposed here is to train the i-Vector extractor matrix using MFCC features with corresponding frame posteriors using CNN based bottleneck features. We hypothesized that posteriors obtained using CNN based bottleneck features are more invariant to speaker-gender, and using them to train the i-Vector extractor matrix improves performance of gender-independent i-Vector PLDA based SID systems. The merits of our proposed approach was demonstrated on trials of the NIST SRE10 C5 condition, where it consistently outperformed an MFCC based i-Vector PLDA SID system. For limited data systems, our approach reduced the EER and minDCF10 by +16.42% and +15.83% respectively. We obtained a reduction of +14.62% in EER, and +14.42% in minDCF10 for full data systems. Thus, the proposed technique was found to give similar gains for pooled trials when using either limited or full data for training the speaker recognition systems. Future work will explore using CNN bottleneck features for speaker recognition in noisy conditions and speakerindependent speech recognition.
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